Goal

You are able to use the relevant IMDS functions in order to analyse material data sheets regarding materials, basic substances and classifications. You are able to create and interpret the Certificate of expenditure.

Content

- **Overview Analysis function**
- **Detailed MDS analysis**
  - Different aspects of a MDS or module
  - General overview of basic substances, materials and classifications
  - Separating into percent and weight
  - Practical examples
- **Certificate of expenditure**
  - Different types: basic substances, modules/MDS and classifications
  - Searching for GADSL and REACH relevant basic substances
  - Checking application codes for recent ELV restrictions on basic substances
  - Defining the area of analysis
  - Practical examples
- **Summary, Questions**

Training method

Presentation and demonstration

Participants

You need specific information on the different aspects of IMDS analysis function.

Requirements

Basic knowledge in the use of PC and internet as well as basic IMDS skills

Technical requirements

PC with internet connection

(Recommended: Client Manager account in IMDS)

Training duration

120 minutes

Maximum number of participants: 8

Public training

Current fees and dates can be found on our website www.imds-professional.com.

Exclusive training

You can also book the training exclusively. Your advantage: You set the time and the content may be customized according to your personal needs and requirements.

Please request your personal offer:

Tel +49 6083 91 30 30   Fax +49 6083 91 30 930

info@imds-professional.com

This training draws on our extensive knowledge gained through international practice in IMDS service. We provide you with helpful tips and solutions from our daily work experience.